Deciphering the neural code, that is interpreting the responses of sensory neurons from the perspective of a downstream population, is an important step towards understanding how the brain processes sensory stimulation. While previous work has focused on classification algorithms to identify the most likely stimulus label in a predefined set of categories, fewer studies have approached a full stimulus reconstruction task. Outstanding questions revolve around the type of algorithm that is most suited to decoding (i.e. full reconstruction, in the context of this study), especially in the presence of strong encoding non-linearities, and the possible role of pairwise correlations. We present, here, the first pixel-by-pixel reconstruction of a complex natural stimulus from 2-photon calcium imaging responses of mouse primary visual cortex (V1). We decoded the activity of approximately 100 neurons from layer 2/3 using an optimal linear estimator and an artificial neural network. We also investigated how much accuracy is lost in this decoding operation when ignoring pairwise neural correlations. We found that a simple linear estimator is sufficient to extract relevant stimulus features from the neural responses, and that it was not significantly outperformed by a non-linear decoding algorithm. The importance of pairwise correlations for reconstruction accuracy was also limited. The results of this study suggest that, conditional on the spatial and temporal limits of the recording technique, V1 neurons display linear readout properties, with low information content in the joint distribution of their activity.
Introduction 1 convolutional autoencoder.
48
A common thread among most of the cited studies is population decoding, which is 49 beneficial because it allows not only the reconstruction of more complex stimuli, but 50 also the investigation of how the interaction between multiple neurons influences the 51 decoding process [28] . The ability of two-photon imaging to scale up to hundreds and 52 even thousands of cells [29, 30] makes it an appealing recording technique when the aim 53 is to decode from large groups of neurons recorded simultaneously. It is, thus, essential 54 to investigate benefits and limitations of using 2-photon imaging for stimulus 55 reconstruction. Finally, we would argue that natural stimulation is better suited to 56 studies on stimulus reconstruction that aim at getting insights into how downstream 57 populations might solve a similar task. Indeed, since neural response properties tend to 58 vary under different types of stimuli [31] , using artificial images might, in principle, lead 59 to different results [23] .
(ANN) [34] . We report that a simple linear decoder can rival an artificial neural network 66 in extracting information about pixel intensities from neural activity in mouse V1.
67

Results
68
We reconstructed visual stimuli from 2-photon imaging recordings of mouse V1. The 69 data was released under a Creative Common Attribution License by Antolik et al. [32] . 70 The input of the reconstruction algorithm is the total spike count of a population of 103 71 neurons during the presentation of each frame, while the output is the pixel-wise 72 reconstruction of the visual stimulus. Neural responses were standardised to 0 mean and 73 unit standard deviation, while the pixel values were all between 0 and 1. First, we used an optimal linear estimator (OLE) to reconstruct the visual stimuli.
77
Despite its simplicity, a linear decoder has been shown to be able to achieve good 78 performance [18, 19, 23] and is compatible with highly non-linear encoding 79 mechanisms [4] . The optimal linear decoding filters were computed to minimize the 80 mean squared error (MSE) of the reconstruction, subject to L 2 regularization. The 81 relative weight of the regularization term was computed using cross-validation. (H) Median correlation across frames as a function of the number of neurons used in the decoder. Blue dots and bars are, respectively, the means and standard deviations across various equally sized subsets of neurons. The yellow solid and dotted lines are, respectively, the extrapolated performance curve and the confidence bounds for the asymptote value.
To evaluate whether the OLE performed better than chance, we used a neural 90 shuffling procedure to destroy the input-output relationship between the responses and 91 the stimuli. Briefly, each spatial pattern of responses in the training dataset was 92 randomly assigned to a different stimulus frame, while the identity of each neuron was 93 preserved (non preserving the identity gave the same results), then the OLE was trained 94 on these shuffled data and tested on non shuffled responses in the test dataset. This 
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We found a strong positive relationship between the performance of the algorithm at 107 each individual pixel, and the number of receptive fields that included that pixel (Fig   108   1D,1E ). The level of coverage was computed by fitting a linear receptive field on the 109 training data using the linearised version of the receptive fields obtained after fitting 110 each neuron with a pyramid wavelet model (Fig 1C) . This is likely due to the increase in 111 information content about an individual pixel that derives from having more neurons 112 being stimulated by that pixel. Fig 1D also shows that the better predicted pixels 113 cluster in the middle part of the image, consistently with the fact that the stimulus was 114 centered around the location of the population receptive fields. These considerations can be explained by the fact that the extrapolation procedure we used might not be 122 able to accurately estimate the increase in performance we would obtain by imaging 123 neurons whose receptive fields are shifted towards the sides of the field of view. Instead, 124 it likely makes predictions based on a proportional increase in coverage. This is less 125 than optimal, since the central pixels are already close to saturation. Nonetheless, the 126 performance improvement predicted with this method could be considered a lower 127 bound on the expected gain derived from decoding a larger population of neurons.
128
Finally, the reconstructed frames (49 out of 50, in total) are shown in Fig 2. Overall, 129 the linear decoder seems to perform better on large bright and dark patches than on the 130 smaller, high resolution details. Finally, it is worth noting that one of the limitations of the linear decoder is that 132 each pixel is reconstructed independently from the others. That is, it is not specifically 133 designed for multi-target regression and correlated output. To check that this did not 134 impact reconstruction performance, we tested another linear algorithms, specifically the 135 Multi-target Regressor Stacking (details can be found in the S1 Appendix caption).
136
However, this algorithm did not perform better than the naive OLE.
137
Removing pairwise correlations has a limited effect on linear 138 decoding performance
139
Neurons often show at least some degree of correlated activity, meaning that their 140 spiking behaviour is not independent from one another [6] . However, the role of 141 4/28 correlated activity in the context of stimulus decoding is still not fully understood [6, 28] . 142 The implications are of both theoretical and practical importance. Indeed, if neurons 143 can be considered as independent encoders, then the problem of decoding from a 144 population is equivalent to that of combining the outcome of multiple individual 145 decoders, which is technically and computationally easier [35] . To investigate this aspect 146 of the neural code, we built a correlation-blind linear decoder [6, 28, 33] by setting to 147 zero all the off-diagonal elements of the matrix R T R, which carry the full extent of the 148 information about pairwise correlations between neurons. We named this decoder the 149 diagonal Optimal Linear Estimator, or dOLE. It is worth noting, though, that this 150 approach removes both signal correlations, the covariation in the mean response of pairs 151 of neurons across stimuli, and noise correlations, the trial-to-trial variability [36] .
152
Indeed, given that the training dataset is single-trial, both types of correlations are 153 present, but it is not possible to separate them.
154
The results of applying the dOLE in comparison with the performance of the OLE 155 are shown in Fig 3, where each point represents how well an individual frame has been 156 reconstructed using the two algorithms (OLE on the y-axis and dOLE on the x-axis). It 157 can be seen that the data points cluster around the y = x line, meaning that there is 158 not a substantial difference in performance between the OLE and the dOLE. There are, 159 however, few frames that seem particularly affected by the removal of correlations. To 160 quantify whether there is any significant difference between the performance of the two 161 algorithms, we compared the two distributions using a Wilcoxon-signed rank test 162 against the null hypothesis of OLE being at most as good as the dOLE. The resulting 163 p-values for the MSE and the correlation coefficient are 0.13 and 0.048, respectively,
164
showing that the difference in performance are not that statistically significant. This 165 could suggest that, in this case, neurons might be considered as independent encoders. 166 However, it could also depend on other factors, such as a relatively low amount of 167 pairwise correlations in this specific dataset (so that the OLE itself depended only 168 marginally on the off-diagonal elements), or the small size of the test dataset. Comparison of distributions of performance across frames between OLE (y axis) and dOLE (x axis), when decoding from recorded data. (B) Comparison of distributions of performance across frames between OLE (y axis) and dOLE (x axis), when decoding from surrogate data at various SNR levels. The presence of an asterisk implies that the OLE is significantly better than the dOLE (p<0.001). The second asterisk means that the same is true when comparing groups of 50 frames.
Hence, we performed some further analysis on synthetic data generated after fitting 170 a pyramidal wavelet model to the recorded training dataset [25, 26, 32, 37] . Briefly, we 171 created a bank of Gabor wavelets at different scales, locations, frequencies and phases 172 and transformed the stimulus from pixel space to wavelet space using a cascade of linear 173 and non-linear operations (half-wave rectification and sum of squares of quadrature 174 phases wavelets were used as the non-linearities of the model). The median correlation 175 coefficient of the model fit across neurons was 0.43. Then, we generated synthetic data 176 using a separate, and much larger (approximately 18000 samples for training, and 3500 177 for testing), dataset of natural images, that has been contrast-normalised to match the 178 distribution of the original dataset. For the noise model, we added uncorrelated
179
Gaussian noise at different levels of SNR. By construction, this surrogate dataset only 180 contains signal and not noise correlations.
181
The results of applying both the OLE and the dOLE at different SNRs are shown in 182 Fig 3B, where each pair of same colour box plots represent the performance distributions 183 of the two algorithms (the OLE below and the dOLE above) for the same noise level.
184
The same Wilcoxon-signed rank test was used to assess statistical significance (with 185 
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Holm-Bonferroni correction to control for multiple comparisons): the presence of at least 186 one asterisk on the right means that the obtained p-value was less than 0.01. To better 187 compare results with recorded data, we repeated the same Wilcoxon-signed rank test on 188 100 random subset of 50 frames: the presence of a second asterisk on the right of each 189 box plot pair means that such a test was significant at α = 0.01 at least 99 times out of 190 100. Therefore, the presence of two asterisks implies that the differences between the 191 OLE and the dOLE are robust with respect to the number of frames in the test dataset. 192 Overall, it can be observed that, on surrogate data, the OLE performs much better 193 than the dOLE, independently on the noise level, which would suggest that weak 194 pairwise correlations do not necessarily result in a lack of differences between the two 195 algorithms. Furthermore, in some cases, and indeed most of the times with respect to 196 the MSE, this results do not depend on the amount of samples in the test dataset, 197 implying that differences between OLE and dOLE could be evident also on the small 198 test dataset available for the experimental data.
199
Non-linear reconstruction using a neural network
200
Despite the performance of the OLE being significantly better than chance, it is worth 201 asking whether a more powerful decoder would be able to achieve better reconstruction 202 results. Such a question is relevant to not only quantify how much information a layer, respectively) to regularise the training and prevent overfitting. Furthermore, the 220 neural responses were normalised to 0 mean and unit standard deviation, and binary 221 cross-entropy was used as the loss function. Finally, we trained the network using 222 ADAdelta, and found that 200 epochs were usually enough to reach convergence, with 223 the learning rate starting at 1 (the default value for ADAdelta) and then decreased to 224 0.001 after 100 epochs. To improve our chances of selecting a better local minimum, we 225 trained 54 different initialisations of the model and chose the one with the highest 226 performance (in terms of median correlation coefficient) on a validation dataset. Furthermore, we performed some checks to verify that the network was successfully 247 trained and that its performance was not hindered by operating in a suboptimal regime. 248 First, we plotted the bias term of the output units against the average value of each function. This is because the former would hinder training by halting backpropagation 267 at the unit, while the latter would fail to exploit the full representational power of the 268 network. To quantify the interplay between these two different network behaviours, we 269 computed a saturation and a linearity index for each hidden unity. They are defined as 270 the percentage of test frames for which the absolute activation value is greater than 0.9 271 and less than 0.1, respectively. Results are shown in Fig 5B and appear to confirm that, 272 while the second hidden layers behaves more linearly, the network overall operates in a 273 balanced regime, away from extremely high saturation or linearity levels. Quantitatively, the reconstruction accuracy of the ANN seems to have slightly 277 outperformed that of the OLE . However, qualitatively, the predicted frames appear 278 similar (Fig 6C) . To check whether the performance improvements are significant, we 279 performed a frame-wise comparison between the ANN and the OLE, which can be 280 visualised in Fig 6A. As can be seen from the plot, most of the test frames cluster 281 around the y = x line, with only a small subset of data points deviating from this trend 282 in favour of increased ANN performance. Statistically, we quantified whether the two . It is possible that such an outcome derives from the ANNs being more 296 effective at estimating the mean value of each frame, since this would have repercussion 297 only on the MSE value and not on the correlation coefficient. An alternative hypothesis 298 is that the lower MSE scores obtained by the ANN is a product of the differences in the 299 distributions of pixel intensities for the reconstructions obtained with the ANN and the 300 OLE. As shown in Fig 6D, the ANN-decoded distribution seems to have a less 301 pronounced peak around the average value and to match the target distribution more 302 closely. It is possible that, contrarily to the OLE, the presence of non-linearities allows 303 the network to generate reconstructions with a pixel intensity distribution that more 304 strongly deviates from a Gaussian.
305
Discussion
306
This paper focused on pixel-wise stimulus reconstruction from 2-photon imaging 307 recordings of mouse V1. First, we reconstructed the visual stimulus using the OLE and 308 showed that a linear decoder already performs significantly better than chance, despite 309 the overall performance level being relatively low. The pixel-wise algorithm performance 310 was shown to be proportional to the level of coverage of the population receptive fields 311
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at each pixel. Then, the importance for decoding of pairwise neural correlations was 312 assessed by comparing performance with that of a correlation-blind linear estimator 313 (dOLE). We found that the differences in accuracy between the OLE and the dOLE are 314 statistically significant on synthetic data, but not on recorded data. Finally, we 315 compared the results obtained using linear and non-linear decoding and showed that, 316 despite offering some improvements, especially in the estimated distribution of pixel 317 intensities of the reconstructed frames, the non-linear algorithm did not significantly 318 outperformed the OLE.
319
The near-equivalence between non-linear and linear reconstruction algorithms was 320 not an obvious result. On the one hand, this might be related to the negligibility of 321 pairwise correlations from a stimulus reconstruction perspective. On the other hand, algorithms with knowledge about natural image statistics. Parthasarathy et al. [17] 339 achieve this by enhancing the output of a linear decoder using an autoencoder-style 340 neural network architecture, albeit applied to simulated responses from retinal ganglion 341 cells. Another approach would be to experiment with different loss functions, since 342 using the MSE usually produces highly blurred reconstructions by averaging over the 343 full space of equally likely solutions [38] . Adding an additional term in the cost function 344 that is able to capture a perceptual loss, like a distance in a pre-learned visual feature 345 space [38] , could be especially beneficial. However, such a perceptual loss should be 346 preferentially tailored to the early visual system, rather than to high-level visual 347 discrimination tasks [17] .
348
The possibility of linear decoding being a general property of sensory neurons has 349 been repeatedly conjectured [2, 3] , strengthened by the observation that linear decoding 350 is compatible with highly non-linear encoding strategies, and that it would allow filtering of their inputs in the dendritic tree [2, 18] . Furthermore, through a combination 353 of computational models and decoding, Warland et al. [18] observed that the ability of 354 an ANN to outperform a linear estimator was not consistent, but instead depended on 355 which specific non-linear neural code was used. Similarly, linear decoding was shown to 356 be sufficient to extract most of the information contained in tonically firing neurons,
357
but not in bursting ones [39] non-linear decoders on visual stimulus reconstruction depends on the specific 369 combination of brain area (or cortical layer) under consideration and stimuli used [42] . 370 For a full investigation of this topic, it will be essential to examine many different 371 datasets, ideally through open source sharing of data and techniques.
372
Another question that is debated in the decoding literature is concerned with the 373 role of pairwise neural correlations (specifically, noise correlations) on the reconstruction 374 performance [6, 28, 33] . In this work, we found that neurons appeared to act as 375 independent encoders when considering the experimental data, but not when analysing 376 the synthetic data. This discrepancy does not seem to arise purely because of weak 377 correlation levels, since it was consistent at all the levels of SNR explored. Instead, it 378 might be due to the dissimilar dataset sizes, since results on synthetic data are not 379 always robust to comparisons of subsets of 50 frames. Furthermore, given that the 380 synthetic data was, by construction, devoid of noise correlations, which were instead 381 present in the experimental data, we reasoned that such a difference might partly 382 explain the observed results. Indeed, it has been shown that the interaction between 383 signal and noise correlations has implications for decoding [28] . At the same time, it is 384 worth remarking that being constrained to remove both signal and noise correlations at 385 the same time is an important limitation of the current study. Hence, a more thorough 386 investigation, such as repeating the same analysis using synthetic data generated with 387 correlated noise (estimated from the experimental data), is needed to explore whether 388 any difference between synthetic and recorded neural responses is due to the interplay of 389 signal and noise correlations. Finally, another possible explanation is given by the 390 pyramid wavelet model not being able to accurately represent pairwise neural 391 correlations.
392
Full stimulus reconstruction from mouse V1 is, in general, a challenging task for 393 many reasons, such as the low acuity of vision, and the high dimensionality of the 394 stimulus to estimate. For example, the low acuity of mouse vision might explain why 395 both decoders learned to reconstruct low resolution features better than high resolution 396 ones. Additionally, some of the characteristics of this specific dataset, like a small 397 number of training samples, the lack of fine-grained temporal information (more likely 398 to happen with 2-photon imaging than with multi-electrode recordings), and a 399 restricted number of imaged neurons, constituted other performance-limiting factors 400 and might help explain the reasons behind the relatively low accuracy of both 401 algorithms. Hence, improvements in 2-photon imaging conditions will potentially lead 402 to better decoding performance. For example, recording a higher number of neurons 403 would increase the receptive fields density at various pixels and results showed the direct 404 proportionality between this density and the pixel-wise reconstruction accuracy.
405
Furthermore, a higher number of neurons could also decrease the amount of training 406 samples needed to reach certain performance levels [43] .
407
At the same time, some studies also highlighted the importance heterogeneous 408 tuning profiles when assessing the advantages of using larger neural populations for 409 decoding [10, 44] . In the current population, however, the extent by which the receptive 410 fields overlap indicates low heterogeneity, at least with respect to the receptive field 411 location. Moreover, it is possible that recording from a larger population would also not 412 be able to counteract the coarse-grained temporal properties of the responses [41] , 413 recorded at a low sampling rate (7.6 Hz) and averaged over approximately 500 ms.
414
Indeed, it is likely that the lack of temporal information in the neural activity was a 415 
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limitation not only to assess the relative accuracy of linear and non-linear algorithms, 416 but also in terms of absolute performance levels. Furthermore, quantifying the amount 417 of information lost with more aggressive time-averaging strategies could give insights 418 into the different properties of temporal and rate codes in mouse V1 [7] , from the 419 perspective of a population of downstream neurons. Depending on how critical the role 420 of temporal precision of the responses is, optical recordings, given their lower sampling 421 rate, might be at a disadvantage with respect to multi-electrode arrays. Finally, an 422 important avenue for future research is to extend the reconstruction to natural movies, 423 to allow for a more complete investigation of decoding strategies in mouse V1.
424
Materials and methods
425
Data collection
426
The data were recorded by Antolik et al. [32] 1474ms of blank grey screen. Recordings were made at 7.6Hz and putative spike counts 431 were inferred using a deconvolution algorithm [45] for calcium traces. The average 432 number of spikes across 5 consecutive 2-photon imaging frames was taken as the neuron 433 response to a single stimulus frame. The final natural images used in the analysis are a 434 patch of the displayed frames, centered around the location of the estimated receptive 435 fields for the whole population, and down-sampled to 31 × 31 pixels. Details can be 436 found in Antolik et al. [32] . Here, we used one of their image regions, containing 103 437 individual neurons. The training dataset, single-trial recordings, consists of 1800 image 438 patches, while the test dataset, multi-trial recordings, has 50 image patches.
439
Data analyses
440
Optimal Linear Estimator
441
We use a multi-input, multi-output linear estimator to decode the stimulus from the 442 neural responses [19, 23] , that is
whereŜ ∈ R T ×Np is the reconstructed stimulus, K ∈ R (Nn+1)×Np is the matrix of the 444 linear filters and R ∈ R T ×(Nn+1) is the neural responses matrix. Here, T is the number 445 of training frames, N p is the number of pixels in each frame and N n is the total number 446 of neurons. The extra column in the R matrix correspond to the bias term, i.e. it is a 447 column with entries all equal to 1. Finally, the data in R is normalised so that each 448 column, excluding the last one, has 0 mean and unit variance. We estimate the optimal 449 linear decoding filters by minimising the reconstruction MSE with L 2 regularisation, 450 with weight given by λ. The solution is given by the Optimal Linear Estimator 451 (OLE) [19] :
The entire dataset was divided into training and test data;K was computed using only 453 the training dataset, while performance is measured on the test dataset. A 5-fold cross 454 validation was used to find the optimal value of λ.
455
To quantify the dependency of the performance on the number of neurons, sampling 456 without replacement was used to select subsets of different sizes, from 1 to 102, from the 457 pool of all available neurons. For each size, we selected 103 different subsets (to match 458 the number of subsets of size 1), applied the OLE to each of them and computed the 459 
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mean and the standard deviation of the performance across repetitions. The results was 460 an empirical curve establishing the relationship between number of cells and 461 reconstruction performance. Subsequently, such a curve was fitted with a function given 462 by the ratio of two quadratic polynomials, that is:
The value of the coefficient p 1 would then give the expected performance in the limit of 464 the number of neurons going to infinity. Using the ratio of linear polynomials gave 465 similar results.
466
Diagonal Optimal Linear Estimator
467
To investigate the role of correlations, we built a correlation-blind decoder and 468 quantified its impact on the reconstruction performance [6, 28, 33] . Specifically, the 469 off-diagonal elements of the matrix R T R were set to 0, since, by construction, given 470 that the neural responses have been standardised, they contain all the information about 471 pairwise correlations between neurons. Thus, the diagonal OLE, or dOLE, is defined by: 472
As with the OLE, we optimised the linear filters on the training dataset using scheme. For the first 101 epochs, the default Adadelta learning rate of 1 was used, and 484 it was decreased to 0.001 afterwards. Binary cross entropy was used as the cost function 485 to train the network. We trained 54 different instances of the same architecture and 486 selected the final one using performance computed on a validation dataset
487
(approximately 10% of the training dataset). Finally, saturation and linearity indices 488 were computed for the activation profiles of each hidden unity. They are defined as the 489 percentage of test frames for which the absolute activation value is greater than 0.9 and 490 less than 0.1, respectively.
491
Quantification of performance
492
Performance was quantified using two commonly employed measures [48] , i.e. mean 493 squared error (MSE) and Pearson correlation coefficient between each target frame and 494 its reconstruction. Since a frame s is defined as a 1-dimensional vector of pixels {s p } p∈P
495
with length equal to the number of pixels N P , the MSE is given by:
where s p is a single pixel in a target frame, andŝ p is the corresponding pixel in the 497 reconstructed frame. The median value over all frames in the test dataset gives the 498 performance measure M SE f . The Pearson correlation coefficient is defined as:
wheres is the average pixel value of the target frame andŝ is the average pixel value of 500 the reconstructed frames. The median value of the above quantity over the test dataset 501 gives the performance measure denoted by ρ f .
502
To quantify how well we can estimate individual pixels, i.e. specific spatial locations, 503 we used two analogous measures, M SE p and ρ p . These are defined similarly to Eq (5) 504 and (6), but with sums and averages computed over all frames in the test dataset, 505 separately for each pixel.
506
Statistical tests
507
To assess the statistical significance of the reconstructions with various decoders, we 508 characterized the chance level as the performance of the same algorithm applied to data 509 in which the neural responses had been randomly shuffled to remove the input-output 510 relationship between visual stimuli and neural activity. Specifically, each spatial pattern 511 of neural responses for the i−th frame was randomly assigned to a different frame, j.
512
This allowed us to construct a null hypothesis scenario of decoding performance purely 513 due to chance. Such a shuffling was repeated 200 times, and chance-level performance 514 values (the shuffled distribution) obtained as the average over all repetitions. We then 515 assessed statistical significance using a paired Wilcoxon signed rank test between the 516 original and the shuffled distribution of accuracy (AB test 1). When needed, we used 517 the Holm-Bonferroni correction to control for multiple comparisons. For completeness, 518 we also performed a second statistical test (AB test 2). Indeed, we can consider each 519 shuffling repetition as an individual trial Bernoulli process where success is defined as 520 obtaining a median performance value over the test dataset worse than that computed 521 on non-shuffled neural responses. If results are only due to chance, success probability is 522 p =0.5. Hence, we can count the number of positive outcomes over the 200 repetitions 523 and then calculate the p-value as the probability of observing at least as many successes 524 under the null hypothesis of a chance-level decoder. When needed, the Holm-Bonferroni 525 correction was used.
526
Pyramid Wavelet Model
527
A pyramid wavelet model was used to characterize the neural responses. Such a model 528 relies on a non-linear transform L(·) of the stimulus to reach a feature space that has a 529 linear relationship with the neural activity. Specifically, the pyramid wavelet model used 530 in this study is defined by a set of base wavelets, and a non-linear transform from pixel 531 space to wavelet space. For the former, we used a set of cosine (even) and sine (odd)
532
Gabor filters with different frequencies, locations, phases and orientations, while the 533 transform is given by a linear projection of a stimulus frame into each wavelet followed 534 by a point non-linearity (either a ramp function or the sum of squares from 535 quadrature-phase wavelets, to model both simple and complex cells). The result is a 536 vector of wavelet coefficients L(s), whose dimension if given by the number of features 537 (denoted by N F ). Then, the response r ij of an individual neuron j to a single stimulus 538 frame i is given by r ij = L(s i )h j . Here, h j is a weight vector, specific to each neuron 539 and with size given by the dimension of the feature space, whose entry h j k quantify how 540 much the response of neuron j depends on feature k. Such a vector was estimated using 541 13/28 regularized linear regression, specifically the L 2 boost algorithm, to encourage 542 sparseness [32, 37] . We used the open source STRFLab toolbox [49] to fit the model.
543
We used 6 different orientations (θ = kπ/6, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), and 5 different spatial 544 frequencies on a logarithmic scale; for each frequency f , the standard deviation of the 545 Gaussian envelope was given by 2πσ = κ1/f , where κ = √ 2 ln 2 2 b +1 2 b −1 [50] , and b is 546 the frequency bandwidth in octaves (here, b = 1.5). Furthermore, 5 phases were 547 considered, that is the negative and the positive part of each half-rectified even and odd 548 wavelet, together with the phase-invariant projection given by the sum of squares of two 549 quadrature phase wavelets [25, 26, 32, 37] . Finally, the aspect ratio was fixed to 1, and, 550 at each orientation and scale, adjacent wavelets were separated by a fixed number of 551 pixels corresponding to the standard deviation of their Gaussian envelope. The total 552 number of wavelets used is 33990.
553
Receptive field coverage
554
To obtain the number of receptive fields at a given pixel, we derived a linearized version 555 of each neuron's receptive field. First, we summed all the base wavelets used in the 556 pyramid Wavelet Model, each multiplied by its respective entry in the weights vector h 557 (detailed in the pyramid Wavelet model section). Such a procedure computed a different 558 weighted sum for each neuron. A single elliptical Gabor function was then fit to the 559 result, and the Gaussian envelope taken as the boundary of each neuron's receptive field. 560 If the fit failed, the Gaussian envelope of the base wavelet corresponding to the highest 561 entry in the weights vector h of the pyramid Wavelet model was used.
562
Surrogate data generation
563
Synthetic neural response were generated using the parameters estimated by the 564 pyramid wavelet model. First, we produced a new and larger natural image dataset (the 565 synthetic dataset) using data from both the VanHateren dataset [51] and the Berkeley 566 segmentation dataset [52] . After resizing all frames to 256 × 256, we extracted the probability (left), the hidden non-linearity (middle) and the number of units in the two 588 hidden layers (right). In the left-most plot, the variable p 1 is the dropout probability for 589 the first hidden layer. The dropout probability for the second hidden layer, p 2 was set 590 at p 2 = p 1 − 0.1. In the right-most plot, each network structure is described by a pair of 591 numbers, indicating the number of hidden units in the first and second layer, in this 592 order.
593
S3 Fig. ANN We thank Wilten Nicola and Antonia Creswell for many useful discussions. We trained several networks with number of hidden layers varied between 1 and 4 (the number of hidden units in each layer n l was equal to 2 n l +4 ). The number of training samples was varied between 180 and 1800, with steps of 180 frames. For each combination we trained 10 different networks, each using a different random subset (of fixed size) of the training dataset. Results are reported using the average and the standard deviation over those 10 repetitions. (B) Ann performance vs. the dropout probability (left), the hidden non-linearity (middle) and the number of units in the two hidden layers (right). In the left-most plot, the variable p1 is the dropout probability for the first hidden layer. The dropout probability for the second hidden layer, p2 was set at p2 = p1− 0.1. In the right-most plot, each network structure is described by a pair of numbers, indicating the number of hidden units in the first and second layer, in this order. 
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